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We Welcome
New Smiles!

All-In-One Dental Convenience!
Create the smile of your dreams just in time
for weddings, proms, and graduations.

Conceal Imperfections with
Cosmetic Veneers
Porcelain veneers are ultra-modern porcelain shells that
are bonded directly to your own teeth to camouflage smile
flaws. They can be thinner than a contact lens, yet so strong
and so transformative that they have been called “Instant
Orthodontics.”
Cosmetic porcelain veneers can remake a crooked and
uneven smile into a glamorous one – that’s completely
natural looking! Veneers can also:
 Shorten teeth that are too long;
 Lengthen teeth that are too short;
 Re-proportion your smile;
 Whiten;
 and much more.
There’s more? Absolutely. Veneers can actually plump
out wrinkles around the mouth – taking years off your
appearance – without surgery!
Are veneers different from bonding? Definitely. Porcelain
veneers are...
 custom-made by lab technicians;
 one solid piece, instead of applied in layers – they
won’t peel;
 longer lasting and stronger – less likely to discolor;
 completely natural looking.
Veneers are just one of many cosmetic procedures that
may be right for you.
Give us a call and ask about your best options.

Being able to go to one place for all of your dental needs saves
you not only time but provides less stress! You see, we are not only
interested in your dental and oral health, but also being able to
provide you with the benefits of quality, time, and cost effectiveness.
At Advance Dental Care, we provide a unique style of
comprehensive care: our doctors ensure a smooth transition from
one treatment to the next. No matter what preventive or cosmetic
procedure you require, you can relax knowing we have general
dentists, a periodontist (gum specialist) and oral surgeons all here
under one roof who treat both adults and children. We welcome
emergency only patients or those of you in need of something
specific. Our focus is providing comprehensive care and ideal
dentistry.
We warmly welcome you to experience the difference at
Advance Dental Care. Call us for a complimentary consultation or
schedule a new patient exam.

Accommodating patients with
evening and Saturday appointments

We Can Help

With No Interest Payment Options

Reserve a complimentary consultation! (201) 818-4500 • www.mahwahsmile.com
Information included is not intended as dental or medical advice. Contents may not be reproduced
without permission from the publisher. © PATIENT NEWS PUBLISHING (800) 667-0268
24197-40756 CUSTOM

We are committed to ensure that
your personal financial circumstances
do not interfere with your dental
health care decisions.
This is why we recommend CareCredit®,
an affordable payment program that has a
unique no-interest payment plan.
It works just like a credit card.
Ask for a CareCredit application at your
complimentary consultation appointment.

Advance Dental Care

Our Services Include:

Office Hours








Dr. Maz
MacArthur-Ridge Plaza
330 Ridge Road, Mahwah
Mon – Thu
Fri/Sat

9:00 am – 8:00 pm
9:00 am – 2:00 pm







Cosmetic & family dentistry
Oral Surgeons on site
Periodontist (gum specialist) on site
Modern, state-of-the-art facility
Invisalign®/clear braces, certified doctors
Laser teeth whitening (in-office & takehome kits)
Tooth-colored fillings, crowns & bridges
Dental implants
Laughing gas & oral sedation (pills) to
relieve dental anxiety
0% interest and 100% financing
available
Children welcome

Free Whitening For Life!

Replace missing teeth
& ill-fitting dentures

A revolutionary orthodontic technique that has
improved the smiles of thousands of patients. Invisalign
uses a series of clear, removable aligners to gradually
straighten teeth. No more metal mouth!

Why Invisalign®?







 Placing dental implants soon
after tooth loss can save bone,
teeth, and the look of your smile.
 Implants really do look and
feel just like natural teeth.
 Implants help to keep gums
looking healthy and young.
 Implants have been available
for more than thirty years.
 Implants can be used
to anchor dentures to prevent
soreness and clicking, or as
replacements for dentures and
bridgework
Our periodontist (gum specialist)
can help you decide whether dental
implants are for you.

What

Do
Patients
Say About
Us?









They are invisible – no one can tell
they’re being worn.
They are simple to put on and take off.
You can eat and drink just like normal
while in treatment – just remove the
aligners.
They are comfortable – no metal
wires or sharp brackets.
If you lose an aligner, it can be
reproduced.
Treatment is finished faster with
fewer appointments.
Biocompatible material decreases
allergic response.
Using virtual technology, you can see
your straight teeth – in advance!
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and interests of patients.
– George K. 03/09/09

– Don M. 5/7/08

Before I came to Advance Dental Care I haven’t gone to the
dentist for about 7-8 years. I had a bad experience many years
ago, which made me very fearful of going to the dentist. From
the moment I walked through the office doors the service and
care was exceptional. They gave me a call the night before to
assure me that they would just have a consult with me and
that everything will be ok and that they wouldn’t do any type
of work without my ok. I first met with Rachel at the desk, who
was extremely professional and she took me right in to a room,
so I had no waiting. I then met with Dr. Maz who was extremely
caring and understanding of my fears. She then explained all
my options and we made my next appointment. I then met with
Dr. Ali who also was professional and caring. She filled all my
cavities. She was extremely gentle and always asked if I was ok.
After all my cavities were filled I met with Wendy the hygienist

Helping You To Relax With
Sedation Dentistry...
 Using pills (like Valium) NOT needles!
 Your initial consultation is COMPLIMENTARY.
 Your follow up comprehensive exam can be
scheduled for the same day or another convenient
time.
 No dental work is done at your first visit or until
your desired treatment plan has been reviewed and
accepted.
 In addition, the use of Nitrous Oxide (laughing
gas) will enhance relaxation during the appointment,
making the time in the dental chair a pleasant and
comfortable experience. The only thing standing
between you and getting the dental care you want is a
couple of tablets of medication. It couldn’t be simpler.
 Once comfortable with getting dental treatment
done, you can do less dental treatment under sedation,
and more treatment only with laughing gas or no
medication at all. Imagine going to the dentist for only
preventative cleaning appointments to maintain your
oral health throughout your life – painless and relaxed.

who cleaned my teeth. She too was very gentle and efficient.
Lastly I met with Dr. P who is the oral surgeon, he explained to
me in detail that I needed to have my wisdom teeth pulled and
why I needed them pulled. I was scared and he answered all my
questions and assured me that it would be ok. I had them pulled
under laughing gas and Novocaine and the experience was so
painless that I didn’t even know he pulled them out. Advance
Dental care is extremely professional and caring. The office
is extremely modern with up to date equipment and the staff
always makes sure you feel at ease. I will never go to another
dentist and will always recommend Advance Dental Care. I
actually look forward to going to the dentist now and am happy
to have and continue to have a healthier smile. Thank you
advance dental care, you’re wonderful!
– Dawn G. 03/11/2009

To read more of Advance Dental Care testimonials, please visit our website at www.mahwahsmile.com
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Dental Implants

Every patient in our practice deserves to have
a smile they can be proud of. We are excited to
offer our patients a unique program called
Whitening for Life
Life.
As a reward for keeping your
regularly scheduled preventive
examination, x-rays and cleaning
appointments, we will provide
you with refill whitening gel. This
ensures that you will be able
to keep your teeth bright and
beautiful for life!
We offer both take-home
and in-office whitening
procedures and look forward
to brightening your smile!

Free Whitening For Life!

Replace missing teeth
& ill-fitting dentures

A revolutionary orthodontic technique that has
improved the smiles of thousands of patients. Invisalign
uses a series of clear, removable aligners to gradually
straighten teeth. No more metal mouth!
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